figuring out fake news - article brief #1

Use the questions for Exercise 2 on your worksheet to evaluate the reliability of this news source and the truthfulness of its claim.

Article Title: "Trump Says He'll 'Write the Real Book' to Counter Woodward's"

URL: http://bit.ly/fofn_1

Trump says he'll 'write the real book' to counter Woodward's

By EMILY GOLDBERG | 09/10/2018 08:28 AM EDT

President Donald Trump promised Monday that he would "write the real book" to set the record straight on his administration, once again lashing out against veteran Washington reporter Bob Woodward, whose incendiary book about the Trump White House will be released this week.
figuring out fake news - article brief #2

Use the questions for Exercise 2 on your worksheet to evaluate the reliability of this news source and the truthfulness of its claim.

Article Title: "Majority of American Teens Think the G7 is Google's New Smart Phone"


LOS ANGELES, California (The Adobo Chronicles) – Technology has definitely caught up with America’s new generation of teenagers. Or is it the other way around?

Today, the Field Poll released a new nationwide opinion survey involving 5,000 Americans throughout the country — aged 13 to 19 — asking them one open-ended question: “What do you know about the G7?”
figuring out fake news - article brief #3

Use the questions for Exercise 2 on your worksheet to evaluate the reliability of this news source and the truthfulness of its claim.

**Article Title:** "BREAKING: San Francisco Gives Illegal Aliens the Right to Vote in Elections"

**URL:** http://bit.ly/fofn_3
figuring out fake news - article brief #4

Use the questions for Exercise 2 on your worksheet to evaluate the reliability of this news source and the truthfulness of its claim.

**Article Title:** "Atlanta Mayor Announces City Jails Will No Longer Hold ICE Detainees"

**URL:**  http://bit.ly/fofn_4

*Atlanta Mayor Announces City Jails Will No Longer Hold ICE Detainees*

By JACK CROWE  |  September 6, 2018 3:43 PM

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) officers detain a suspect as they conduct a targeted enforcement operation in Los Angeles, Calif., February 7, 2017. (Charles Reed/Bloomberg) 

Atlanta mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms signed an executive order on Thursday requiring that all Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) detainees be transferred out of city custody.